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Connected :
information  and access
to services are 24/24 
Trade flows are global 
and transactions
automatized

Enterprising
entrepreneurship has 
become an ambition 
and the concept of 
single career no longer 
exists

Collaborative
sharing knowledge and 
experiences is 
essential to build new 
business models

Sustainable
doing better with less 
becomes the rule and 
offers new 
opportunity for 
development

The new 
world



The French Chambers of Commerce and Industry network is 
engaged in  the digital and  technological revolution and as 
welle as in the market trend

Today, CCIs have to face :

 new needs and behavior as businesses are mostly connected, 
and ask for collaborative answers

 new way to access and consume services
 new competitors
 new rules

Digital transformation of CCI french network



To pinpoint

While the general principle that entrepreneurship is a pillar of growth is well 
understood… 

policy-makers are perplexed about the best way to support it.

The experience paradox

European economies are at the top of competitive economies (high level of 
productivity) 

and in the same time they exhibit a poor record with regard to entrepreneurial 
business starts. 

Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) & World Economic Forum, 2016



Our point of view…

What innovative ecosystem to promote New innovative entrepreneurship?

We have to distinguish…

- Policies stimulating  localization or the so-called low attractiveness policies 
based on comparative costs and …

- policies putting down strong local roots or  the so-called high attractiveness 
policies based on networks, complementarity of skills, trust.



French CCIs’ ambition

National ambition: France “a start-up Nation”

CCI of France

Supporting  new a innovative entrepreneurship that is to say startups

Services’ road map differs from those developed for traditional SMEs’

Specific needs (“go fast entrepreneurship”)

Issue generally linked to the digital transformation issue

Backed & supported by  the Government, European commission, local authorities



Road map of our services to start-up

1- Stand up phase : creating a favorable environment for innovation     
and entrepreneurship



Stand up phase

Encouraging Entrepreneurship : CCI Business 
Builder 

CCI Business Builder is a website allowing 
everybody to test and set up its business project at 
its own pace. 

It especially provides support in testing and building 
the business plan and the business model.  

At every step, the user can contact his CCI & the 
entrepreneurship advisor of the local CCI 
https://business-builder.cci.fr

https://business-builder.cci.fr/


Stand up phase

Start Up Week End. : 2 days to move from the idea to the startup!

The objective is to give new entrepreneurs the opportunity of experiencing, in 
just 2 days, the pressure and the highs and lows that make up a startup. 

The 2 days give also the opportunity to some of them to meet mentors, 
investors or sponsors .

CCI Saint-Lô (Normandie) 
: http://startupweekend-saintlo.fr/

http://startupweekend-saintlo.fr/


Road map of our services to start-up

2- Start-up phase : accommodation/incubation/acceleration

Many CCIs have recently develop a specific incubating  offer for start-ups 
(individual or co-working spaces). 

They often propose complementary support services to the entrepreneurs in 
order to finalize their project (work-shops, training, coaching…)



Start-up phase

The Ruche Numérique ® (CCI Le Mans) is a Fab-Lab and a working space

Provides a collaborative environment to start-uppers. 

Offers individual support and training (incubation) as well as a  program of 
collective events: thematic and practical workshops, evening pitchs, etc ...) with 
particularly highlights (forum,, business convention,  ..).

www.laruchenumerique.com

http://www.laruchenumerique.com/


Start-up phase

The Container (CCI Le Havre) 

Co-working space (230m2) allowing new entrepreneurs (often self-employed, 
nomadic and digital actors) to exchange and to widen their network. 

It is also a place for events (conferences, round tables, workshops, demos…)

www.lecontainer.co

http://www.lecontainer.co/


Start-up phase

CCI LinkHub, a very original program for start-ups or “the business 
accelerator”.

The Normandy CCIs have asked the major regional companies to host them, 
offering them (for a while) workspaces and support. 

The aim:  to create a synergy of proximity and a cross fertilization of skills among 
the regional territory.

https://www.ccilinkhub.com/

https://www.ccilinkhub.com/


Road map of our services to start-up

3- Scale-up phase :  funding becomes the priority 

Once the project is finalized, the company needs funds to move to the stage of 
marketing and “industrialization”. 

The French CCIs are used to orientate businesses towards the institutional 
financing actors such as banks, regional grants, European programs.

News ways are experienced…..



Scale-up phase

Kiosk to Invest: a participatory equity financing platform

Kiosk to invest wants to bring a financing solution to startups and create a link 
with private or professional investors wanting to contribute to the economic 
development of their territory

Act as an investment 
advisor

www.kiosktoinvest.com

http://www.kiosktoinvest.com/


Scale-up phase

CCI FINDAYS or “Invest in the best regional projects!”

This national operation, organized by CCI France in 2017, is based on a 
partnership with the major financing stakeholders (Bpifrance, EuroQuity, France 
Angels, Kiosk to invest, …). 

It aims to maximize the chances of start-ups to find up and to convince the right 
financial partners for their growth project. 

Question?: how to cope with long term incubation period (patient investment)?



Scale-up phase



Thank You

Sincere Thanks for this initiative 
of collective intelligence

P.clerc@ccifrance.fr

mailto:P.clerc@ccifrance.fr
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